
Minutes of North West Canoe England RDT Meeting 18 February 2014

The meeting was held at Liverpool Marina Coburg Wharf Liverpool and 
commenced at approximately 7.0 pm.

Apologies for Absence
Apologies for Absence were received from, Chris Novak, Adrian Emberton, 
George Haiseman, and Dave Reynolds. 

Minutes of last meeting
This was the ACM these had been previously circulated to the RDT and agreed as
draft. They can’t be approved until the next ACM but could be published as draft 
on the web site.

Chairman’s Report
The chairman advised that Gareth Field the CE PDO had resigned his post and 
would be leaving in mid-March. Phil Scowcroft would be taking over his duties in 
his absence.

Recent meeting of the English Council was cancelled.

The minutes of English Council Meetings will henceforth be published on the CE 
website.

Treasurer’s Report
The Treasurer reported that there had been very few transactions since the year 
end in October. These were a payment of expenses, two clubs received cheques 
for Clubmark accreditation and one coaching bursary was paid out.

We have a healthy balance of funds in the bank, some of which is ring-fenced for 
specific purposes.

Halton Development 
The door entry system using key fobs is now fully working, and anyone wanting 
access can apply as per the guidelines published on the regional website. The 
application system is working well with a fairly short turnaround time. 

RCO Report
Ian Bell advised that CE have decided to change the job titles for LCO and RCO. 
RCO’s would be changed to RCR (Regional Coaching Representative) and LCO 
would be changed to ACR’s (Area Coaching Representative). These post holders 
are now required to sign a contract so that their roles and responsibilities are 
defined. Should they fail to satisfactorily carry out their roles in the future they 
can be dismissed. In the past post-holders could simply remain in post without 
carrying out their duties and unless they chose to voluntarily give up, there was 
no way to remove them and appoint someone new.  The benefit to the ACR’s & 
RCR’s, is that they will have access to the database with the  list of coaches in 
their area.  They will also receive CE email addresses meaning that the address 
will remain with the job rather than the person. The history of the emails will also



remain so that a new appointee will have historic information about the role 
when he/she starts the job.

Ian advised that the English Coaching scheme had mentioned that in some 
regions there was little if any co-ordination between the coaching scheme and 
the RDT and that they would like things to change. In the North West this was 
definitely not the case as we worked together quite well as could be 
demonstrated by things like our coaching bursary scheme.

Coach Updates & Club Forum Ian advised that we would be doing a coach 
update on 1st March at Halton, which would be combined with a Club Forum. This 
was originally planned to be organised by Kevin Beattie and Simon Joinson. 
Unfortunately Simon was unable to do it so Kevin was taking over the job. The 
club forum is being run by Gareth Field.  A second coach update will take place at
Crosby Lakeside on 21st September and will be organised by George Haiseman 
and Dave Reynolds.

Star Tests Following concern expressed about the ramifications of introducing 
kayak and canoe disciplines into the two star test, a short discussion took place. 
Ian advised that this had been looked at and discussed by the coaching 
committee but that views were split fifty fifty and no changes were agreed. Ian 
advised that if it would help clubs doing two star assessments, they could be 
done on two separate days one for each discipline, provided that they were done
over a fairly short period of time e.g. on consecutive weekends.  Each discipline 
would have a pass/fail.  Anyone wishing to progress into coaching would need to 
have passed both elements i.e. Kayak & Canoe.

Ian also advised that level two coach assessment could be discipline specific i.e. 
kayak or canoe but that the training would still be generic. This is to comply with 
Sport England .

Regional Waterways Adviser (RWA) Report
Chris Cleaver reported that he recently attended a national meeting and items 
discussed were
the need to publish more Canoe Trails, and the future of Local Waterways 
Advisers (LWA’s).

Chris advised that we already had canoe trails on the Dee, the Mersey and 
several canals in the region. Work was going on to publish more of these, some 
in conjunction with the Canal & Rivers Trust (CRT). To this end Brian Hamer and 
been appointed by CE to work with the CRT to set up a number of Canoe Trails in 
the region.

(Background Information - Many paddlers now turn to web sites like UK 
RiversGuide for information prior to paddling a river or lake, and the role of 
LWA’s is being diminished in importance).
Chris advised that some regions have no LWA’s so the work is done by the RWA. 
Discussion took place at the national meeting about the need to actually have 
LWA’s and whether the RWA could simply have a list of contacts he could call 
upon if he needed information about a specific piece of water. In this case the 
RWA would be the only published name and he/she would co-ordinate the supply 
of information to members making enquiries. The national committee are going 



to write to clubs asking if they would be prepared to take on the role of LWA for 
waters in their local areas.

RDT members present had a short discussion on the subject and concern was 
expressed at the idea of not having LWA’s where they already existed. It was 
pointed out that they were not only able to give out important and up-to –date 
information about river hazards like fallen trees, but in some cases they could 
alert riparian owners to the problem so that they could be removed fairly quickly.

Web Master’s Report
Oliver Bullock reported that the web site was working well and he had recently 
updated the information about the Halton Development and the problems 
caused by the construction of the Hydro at Forge Weir.

The Twitter link is proving popular with more people signing up to it.

Oliver, as a fairly recent newcomer to Paddlesport, would like access to a 
“Glossary of Terms” document to help with his task as webmaster.  As many of 
the terms emanate from Canoe England he would ideally like this document to 
be created and controlled by them with a link on the main CE website. He is 
currently pursuing this.

Safeguarding Young People and Vulnerable Adults
The chairman, Alan Hazlewood, advised that there are no current problems to 
report, but stressed the need for all clubs to agenda the subject of safeguarding 
at every committee meeting. It was pointed out that whilst it is no longer 
mandatory for all clubs to carry out DBA checks on coaches and club volunteers, 
it is strongly advised that they do so. These can be done via CE as in the past for 
CRB checks. Constant vigilance is required on this subject so as to avoid 
problems.

A.O.B  There was no other non-agenda business 

Next Meeting:  Provisionally Tuesday 15th April. The venue is yet to be 
confirmed but would possibly be Washington Hall Chorley.  Details: will be via 
email and/or the Regional Website. 

The Chairman thanked those present for their attendance and the meeting 
concluded around 8.30 pm.


